Technology Twins:
High-Speed Cutting meets High-Speed Bending

Reduce your part costs and maintain the speed advantages from BySprint Fiber cut parts with the Xcite 80 E high-speed electric press brake.

BySprint Fiber 3015 Technology Advantages
- Up to 300% faster cutting speeds in thin materials
- 30% electrical efficiency reduces power consumption by up to 60%
- Efficiency and Fiber to Fiber design reduces operating costs by 50%
- No mirrors to maintain
- Less cost per part and more parts cut per hour

Xcite 80 E Electric Press Brake Technology Advantages
- Up to 2 times greater ram acceleration and approach speed
- Up to 2.5 times faster working speed
- Up to 2 times faster back gauge axis speed
- No hydraulic fluid to maintain
- Less cost per part and more parts formed per hour
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